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1. Introduction 
Civil and Military Emergency response teams face real threats every day and when 
called to deal with a potentially toxic incident, they have to know exactly what is 
confronting them.  The ability to detect and identify these changing threats on the 
battlefield and in urban environments needs to evolve in line with the threat. This 
generates unique challenges for detection specialists like Smiths Detection, as 
traditionally the development and testing timescales for a new product may be 
several years.   
 
As the largest detection specialists in the world, Smiths Detection has a wide 
ranging Research and Development Programme with comprehensive Product 
Roadmaps and a Technology Watch running continuously.  This Global Technology 
Watch programme is run by a team of Smiths Research Scientists who 
systematically search for and assess new technologies as they are developing.  In 
some cases this has led to the company acquiring the businesses and integrating 
them into the Smiths Detection family.    
 
In response to the threats that have emerged over the past 30 years,  Smiths 
Detection has developed advanced technologies using Ion Mobility Spectrometry, 
Polymerase Chain Reaction, X-ray, millimetre wave imaging, infrared spectroscopy, 
and smart video to enable Emergency Responders and the Military teams to detect 
and identify solids & liquids, gas and vapours, biological and chemical agents, 
explosives and narcotics and to deal with potentially toxic environments such as 
clandestine labs. 
 
This paper will examine two case studies of specific emerging threats that have 
driven the rapid prototyping and accelerated product development of new products 
at Smiths Detection.     
  
2.      Case Study 1: 
Case Study 1 examines the deployment of highly sensitive IMS Detectors in 
chemically ‘noisy’ areas, such as Critical National Infrastructures in urban 
environments.  For example an underground rail network presents significant 
challenges for conventional Chemical Detection systems.  Challenges that differ to 
those faced on the battlefield. In the civilian urban environment successful rejection 
of interferents becomes the highest priority for the Authorities because of the high 
impact of an alarm on the general public.   
 
In direct response to this challenge Smiths Detection has patented Dual Doped Ion 
Mobility Spectrometry Chemical Detection technology.  This technique uses twin 
closed loop IMS drift tubes which are each doped with a different chemical.  This 
enables the comparison of the same molecules of concern using two different spectra 
and only when both libraries show a positive response will the instrument alarm.  



The result is a significant improvement in interferent rejection over traditional IMS 
techniques.  When this technology is coupled with orthogonal techniques such 
software controlled camera networks which can automatically provide visual 
verification of an alarm, the risks of false positives reduce hugely.  This patented 
system is now being successfully deployed in a European Underground Rail 
Network, Military Facilities and Parliament Buildings.  
 
3.     Case Study 2: 
The continuing threat of receiving an unidentified powder in an envelope continues 
to blight postal systems around the world.  Targetted at Strategically Important 
People and Critical National Infrastructure facilities, these powders are rarely a 
genuine threat, but are often hugely disruptive.  Identification of chemically based 
powders can usually be made quickly and reliably through the use of sophisticated 
Infrared Spectroscopic techniques such as Fourier Transform and Raman.  These 
techniques provide effective detection and identification of many thousands of 
Chemicals.  However, biological powders with no co-valent bond present an 
altogether bigger challenge.  Emergency Responders today face a choice between 
basic immuno assay ‘pregnancy test’ type detectors, with a relative lack of 
sensitivity or selectivity, or large immobile Polymerase Chain Reaction DNA 
analysis equipment, normally based in a fixed laboratory.       
 
Again in direct response to demand for a portable Biological Identifier for 
unidentified powders, Smiths Detection has recently launched the Bioseeq Plus.  
This instrument is a third generation hand held PCR instrument capable of 
identifying up to 5 different Biological powders.  Utilising LATE PCR, Smiths 
Detection has developed a truly handheld PCR instrument.  Used in conjunction 
with instruments like the Smiths Detection FT-IR Hazmat ID and the Raman 
RespondeR the company has developed a powerful suite of products for the first 
responder enabling identification of huge range of unidentified powders.   
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